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Redpath, today a household name for sugar in Canada, has its roots in the story of an

enterprising Scots immigrant, initially a stone mason and later a building contractor during the

boom days of Montreal’s growth from a small provincial centre to a major North American city.

In 1854, the ever-energetic John Redpath, by then a self-made millionaire in his late fifties,

launched a new career as an industrialist. With his son, Peter, and the gifted George Alexander

Drummond as manager, he established Canada’s first successful sugar refinery.The Redpath

story encompasses the influence of sugar as an economic force, the emergence of the elegant

social life of cosmopolitan Montreal and a hind-sight view of the complexities of the love-hate

relationship between government and business.This, the first of two volumes, moves through

Canada’s period of extensive industrialization to the turn of the century, the impact of World

War I and concludes in the post-war years. Throughout this period, the familiar Redpath

trademark, a reproduction of John Redpath’s signature, is a reminder of the heritage inherent

in Canada’s business and social history.
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IntroductionDear Reader:Before you continue, I would like to ask you to look once again at the

cover of this book and take note of the word that is printed so boldly across its front. REDPATH,

a name that has meant quality sugar on Canadian grocery store shelves and in kitchen

cupboards across this country since before Confederation. But few people realize where the

name REDPATH comes from, or what it represents as a part of Canada’s industrial heritage. It

is not only one of the oldest continuously used trade-marks in Canadian business history, but it

is also the reproduction of the signature of the company’s founder, John Redpath.Today the

corporate descendant of John Redpath’s original endeavour is Canada’s oldest surviving sugar

company and trades under the name of Redpath Sugars. This multi-million dollar corporation

purchases raw sugar from sources around the globe, brings it to Canada, where it is processed

and cleaned into a pure substance to meet this nations stringent standards of purity for sugar.

It is then distributed to the company’s domestic, commercial, and industrial customers in a

variety of forms that would have astounded John.Notwithstanding all these advances in the

technologies of modern production, we still retain John’s original signature on all our

packaging, delivery vehicles, and letterhead, reminding us of our heritage as part of Canada’s

industrial and commercial history.This then is our story. Although it cannot be claimed that

John Redpath or his successors — Peter Redpath, George Alexander Drummond, and Huntly

Redpath Drummond, — affected the course of Canada’s national or even provincial history, it

will be seen that at times they did help to “adjust” the balance of the scales of decision making

within governmental and economic circles.Finally, as a personal comment, while I naturally

studied the business and financial records of the company, I also had the fortunate opportunity

to study a wealth of personal letters written by various members of the Redpath and

Drummond families. Although most of these latter pieces could not be included in this work,

some have been retained in order to allow a glimpse into their lives beyond the confines of the

company. In addition, they have allowed me, to some degree, to feel that I have “got to know”

these people, not as bygone characters within an historic setting, but as the real people that

they were.As a result, in writing this book I have become convinced that although this is the

history of a company, it is also the story of the people who made this history happen, and the

economic, political, social, and domestic events in which they participated resulted in the

creation of a “sugar house.”The end result is, as you will see, not a “standard” corporate

history, but since those who made this history could not be classed merely as “standard,” it

would be doing them an injustice to confine them to a work of that kind.Richard FeltoeCurator

and Corporate ArchivistRedpath Sugar MuseumAugust 1991

YE OLDE SUGAR LOAFAn artist’s impression of an early sugar cane mill in India, with the

boiling pots for the making of gur in the background.

CHAPTER ONE“That Sweet Comfit Men Call Sugar”The beginnings of sugar are generally



believed to have been centred in the islands of the South Pacific. In the ancient mythology of

the Solomon Islands, sugar cane is credited with the birth of mankind, with the original male

and female sprouting from the ripened stalk of a cane. In a similar story from New Britain, two

fishermen, To-Kabwana and To-Karvuvu (“To” being the Polynesian for sugar cane) found a

piece of cane trapped in their nets. They planted the cane stalk, which grew and brought forth

a woman. During the day, she cooked and cared for the men and at night hid herself within the

cane. Discovering her nightly secret resting place, the men forced her to remain with them.

Eventually she became wife to one of the fishermen and from their union sprang the whole

human race.More prosaically the earliest recorded use of cane for food is found from about

500 B.C. in certain holy scriptures in India, where it was generally used as a vegetable, with the

body of the plant being boiled into a pulp. The earliest datable mention of sugar cane comes

from 325 B.C., when sugar (and sugar cane, by inference) is recorded by the Macedonian

General Nearchus, during his campaigns in the east under Alexander the Great. From the very

beginning, efforts were made to produce a distinct concentrate from the cane juice, resulting in

the production of the roughest or crudest type of sugar known as Jaggery or Gur.From the time

of the empires of Greece, and later Rome, there are a number of accounts that indicate a

knowledge of the existence of sugar cane and its sweet extract. They include Erathosthenes (c

276 - 194 B.C.)The roots of plants [in India], particularly of the great reeds are sweet by nature

and decoction.1and from Seneca the Younger (3 B.C. - 65 A.D.),They say that in India honey

has been found on the leaves of certain reeds [produced] by the juice of the reed itself, which

has an unusual richness and sweetness.2Unfortunately, recorded documentation is somewhat

less clear about the extent of sugar usage within the average Greek or Roman home, and it is

generally thought that honey remained the principal sweetener in those times.The real credit

for the spreading of sugar cane cultivation must go to the Arabs. During their great period of

conquests throughout the Mediterranean basin in the latter half of the first millennium A.D., the

Arabs discovered or, perhaps more accurately, were introduced to sugar by the Persians

around 600 A.D., and readily assimilated it into their own culture. In turn, they introduced the

cultivation of sugar cane to most of their later conquests. Records of the various ruling

governors of conquered states indicate the growing of sugar cane in such diverse places as

Syria (circa 640 A.D.), Spain (650 A.D.), Palestine (650 A.D.), Egypt (650 A.D.), Sicily (655

A.D.), Cyprus (655 A.D.), Morocco (682 A.D.), Crete (823 A.D.), and Malta (870 A.D.) By the

year 1000 A.D., the humble sugar cane had become an economic crop grown throughout the

length of the Mediterranean and the Near and Middle East. This widespread use within these

countries now led to the next phase of sugar’s history - its introduction to the cultures of

Northern Europe. For these populations, the only sweetener readily available prior to 1000 A.D.

was honey, and most of the royal courts and major religious houses had specialists on staff to

keep the beehives and provide honey to the kitchens.The wave of Islamic conquests brought

the counter-reaction of the Christian world for a crusade to retrieve the holy places. With the

successive series of invasions of Moslem strongholds by the Crusaders, sugar came to the

attention of Western scholars, prompting Fulcherius Carnotensis to write in the early eleventh

century: “On the fields of Laodicia [Turkey] we found certain reed like plants called cannamella

[reed-honey]”3 while Jacobus de Vitriaco wrote the following about the Jordan valley:There is a

reed from which flows a very sweet juice called cannamelli zachariae, this honey they [the

Arabs] eat with bread and melt it with water, and think it more wholesome than the honey of

bees … with the juice of this reed our men at the siege of Acre often stayed their

hunger.4Quick to appreciate the value of this new sweetener, the returning Crusaders not only

disseminated the information about the existence of sugar cane, they also brought back



samples of cane and semi-processed sugar, much to the delight of those at home. Meanwhile,

in the Holy Land itself, groups of Crusaders formed merchant cartels in order to gain control

over the sources of production, which they maintained for the following two centuries (thus

funding their other, more martial activities). Following the loss of the Holy Land to the Saracens

in the late thirteenth century, the centre of sugar cane cultivation gravitated westward through

Cyprus, Sicily, and Spain, until by the early fifteenth century the islands of Madeira, Tenerife,

and other parts of the Canary group of islands were the major production centres for sugar

cane. Meanwhile, within Europe, the introduction of sugar for consumption had wrought some

significant social and economic changes.It may be of some surprise to the modern reader that

while today we think of “sugar and spice” as counterpoints in our taste range, to the medieval

mind sugar was a spice, alongside pepper, nutmeg, ginger, and coriander. Numerous dishes

using beef, pork, poultry, and fish were seasoned with combinations of sharp-flavoured spices

and sugar, or used sugar-based sauces, but the price of sugar placed its use well beyond the

means of any but the most wealthy. In the official records of royal houses such as that of Henry

II of England (1154 - 89), we first see the regular purchase of sugar for use in the royal

kitchens. By the year 1243, Henry III of England was ordering 300 pounds of “Zucre de Roche”

and by 1289 records indicate that the royal household of Edward I consumed more than 6,258

pounds of sugar per year. Expensive as it was, this royal example of sugar consumption was

enough to ensure rapid mimicry by the nobility. Throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, household accounts clearly indicate that in the upper echelons of society, sugar had

become a status symbol. It was given as a gift alongside precious metals and spices, or

blended with marzipan, oil of almonds, rice, and various gums to create a form of edible clay,

from which artistic masterpieces could be created. These sugar sculptures were called

“subtleties” and were generally served between major courses, taking the forms of real and

fantastic beasts, buildings, heraldic designs, and famous warriors. Entire festive tables would

be covered with subtleties and the intense political and social rivalries between the noble

houses (coupled with the example of the royal households) led to a profligacy of sugar use that

would horrify the modern accountant. At the same time, sugar began to be used extensively as

a pharmaceutical product and was touted as the wonder drug of the age. It was claimed that

sugar was capable of curing haemorrhoids, stomach ulcers, headaches, and childbirth pain,

and by the late fifteenth century the use of sugar in medicine was so well established that a

saying “like an apothecary without sugar” meant being totally useless. One quotation from the

writer Tabernaemontanus (c1515 - 1590) gives an idea of the feelings towards sugar at that

time and indicates that not all “modern” ideas are necessarily new.Nice white sugar from

Madeira or the Canaries, when taken moderately cleans the blood, strengthens body and

mind, especially chest, lungs and throat, but it is bad … for hot and bilious people for it easily

turns into bile, makes the teeth blunt and makes them decay. As a powder it is good for the

eyes, as a smoke it is good for the common cold, as flour sprinkled on wounds it heals them …

sugar wine with cinnamon gives vigour to old people.5Inside the workshop of a medieval

apothecary, showing the sugar cones on the shelves.The mention of “nice white sugar” is of

particular note since it clearly indicates that by this time sugar refining was well established as

an industry in its own right. Although it is known that various degrees of cleaning and

concentration of sugar took place simultaneously with the spread of the growing of sugar,

refining did not really develop into an industry until the mid-fifteenth century. When some of the

major merchant families of Venice acquired the knowledge of refining by the use of conical

drainage moulds, the “sugar cone” had arrived. Huge incomes were generated for the refining

“families” by their sugar “houses,” their sales network covering all of Western Europe. Such was



the economic and strategic value of this new technology that local laws were passed

forbidding, upon pain of death, the exportation of production machinery, technological

information, or even trained personnel to other regions. However, as in most such cases, the

desire for knowledge and profit outran the legal restrictions. Soon additional refining operations

sprang up across Europe. By the mid-sixteenth century, there were more than thirteen

refineries in Antwerp alone, with additional production centres in Amsterdam, Augsburg,

Bordeaux, Lisbon, Bristol, and London. The technology of this period (i.e., the use of sugar

cone moulds and “claying”*) appears to our modern eyes as slow, crude and inefficient. But in

terms of the technology of the time, it represented a quantum leap in the production

capabilities of the sugar manufacturers. These advances reduced costs and allowed prices to

fall, making sugar an even more attractive product - which was just as well, since the wealthy,

middle and upper classes had been demanding, in increasing volume, access to the sweet

luxury previously enjoyed only by royalty. Furthermore, such was the success of this

technology in producing the desired product that from the sixteenth century to the mid-

eighteenth century, the art of refining by the sugar cone method changed very little. But in

terms of the mainstream history of sugar, our attention must now span the Atlantic with the

discovery and development of the New World as the centre for sugar production.The fill-bouse

of an eighteenth century sugar house, illustrating the rows of sugar cones undergoing

refining.Documentary evidence indicates that it was Christopher Columbus who brought sugar

cane to the Americas on his second voyage in October 1493 and that he was significantly

impressed by the rapidity with which the transplanted sugar cane germinated and grew. The

economic bonanza that sugar production represented to the expansionist powers of Britain,

France, Spain, and Portugal led to a race for the establishment of colonies throughout the

Caribbean Islands, as well as the adjacent coasts of South, Central, and North America. The

competition was so fierce that local raids between ships and garrisons of the various powers in

the Caribbean escalated into full-scale wars on the European mainland. Entire governmental

policies were based on the economic control (and subsequent revenues) that could be derived

from the growing and production of sugar. By 1680, the English had succeeded in occupying

the Leeward Islands, Barbados, Jamaica, Antigua, Grenada, and Trinidad. Spain held onto

Cuba, Porta Rico (Puerto Rico), and Hispaniola (Haiti and the Dominican Republic), as well as

mainland colonies. Portugal controlled Brazil and areas of Central America. The French had

Martinique and Guadeloupe (having lost most of their original territories to the English), while

the Dutch were clinging to their toehold in the New World around their Guiana’s colonies. The

individual histories of these areas during the next two hundred years is a fascinating story of

political and economic intrigue. Unfortunately there is not space here to chronicle that tale.

Suffice it to say that fabulous fortunes were made and lost by plantation owners and traders.As

in most cases where there is a rapid production of wealth for a minority, there is a negative

impact on the majority, which in this case related to the vast amounts of labour required for the

sugar cane fields and mills. Initially some labour was derived from indentured whites and local

Carib natives. But as time progressed, the use of imported black African labour came to

dominate the workforce, and the “Black Triangle” trade route developed. Under this system,

finished goods were loaded into ships in northern European ports and were then shipped to

the African slaving centres run by Muhammedan Arabs and coastal black natives, who were

eager to exchange captured negroes of the continental interior for the trade goods. The

chained and branded slaves were forced aboard the ships and chained to makeshift platforms,

with the absolute minimum of space between either individuals or racks of more slaves above

and below. During the subsequent voyage to the Caribbean, sanitary conditions were non-



existent. The maggoty food and stale water fed to the slaves led to an average death rate of

around 25%. For those who survived, two of every three were sold in auction to work in the

plantations. The money earned by the slavers was then used to purchase the sugar (produced

by those selfsame slaves), for transport to and sale in Europe, whereupon the cycle began

again. But now that we have brought the production of sugar up to the 1700s, we should also

look at the changes wrought by its increased consumption during this same period.Trading in

human misery: the slave trade in West Africa.Preparing the fields and planting the segments of

cane “ratoons.”Harvesting the fully grown sugar cane.With the expansion of the production in

the West Indies, the doors were thrown wide open for increased consumption by all levels of

society. In Elizabethan England, sugar was sold in penny and two-penny packets. By the reign

of Charles II in the 1600s, the growth of coffee and chocolate (sweetened with large amounts

of sugar) as social drinks led to the establishment of “clubs” specifically for the enjoyment of

these beverages. Further impetus was given to the use of sugar by travellers returning from the

continent and demanding dishes experienced while abroad and Spanish Olio, Portugal Cakes,

Dutch Biskets, and Italian Puffs became all the rage. In his undated work, A Collection of

Ordinances and Regulations for the Government of the Royal Household, Braithwaite

comments on the employment of continental cooks:In ancient times noblemen contented

themselves with such [cooks] as had been bred in their own houses, but of late none could

please but some Italians and Frenchmen … nor would the old manner of baking, boiling or

roasting please them, but the boiled meats must be after the French fashion, the dishes

garnished with sugar and preserved plums, the meat covered with orangeade, preserved

lemons and … stuff fetched from the confectioners. More lemons and sugar are spoilt in boiling

fish than might well serve the whole expense of the house in a day.6A cane mill powered by

animals.Inside the boiling house, the raw cane juice is processed into muscovado

(raw)sugar.Sugar, it will be noted, was still being served with meat and fish. It was also

increasingly being used as a preservative for fruit and was the main ingredient in the many

popular syrups of the day. The Art of Cookery, published in 1654, distinguished between the

effects of different types of sugar in cooking, while another cook, known only by the initials

M.H., writing in 1693, produced a number of recipes using generous quantities of rich

ingredients. For example, in “Hypocras,” a favourite mixed drink of the period, the ingredients

included four quarts of wine, two quarts of milk, one and a half pounds of fine white sugar, and

varying quantities of cinnamon, galingale, coriander seeds, and nutmeg, all strained through a

linen bag “until fine.” A recipe for “an excellent cake” used four pounds of butter, ten pounds of

currants, three pounds of sugar, sixteen eggs, and a quart of sack (wine). The icing required

another two pounds of sugar, “… beaten very fine and passed through a sieve … .”7 Outside of

the culinary arts, sugar was making perhaps its most widespread and therefore influential

social impact as the inseparable companion to the developing rage for tea drinking. This “social

event” of tea drinking developed its own highly stylized forms of etiquette and had its own set of

tools, often highly decorated and made in silver or gold as well as more mundane metals. Thus

we have the age of the sugar caster, the sugar bowl, nippers, tongs, crushers, and cutters,

which today rate as highly collectable antiques.Throughout the eighteenth century, as

production and consumption increased hand-in-hand, cookery books were full of suggestions

for sweet dishes. Using all their authors’ imaginations to augment the resources that greater

trade and food production were supplying, recipes increasingly referred to specific varieties of

sugar for certain uses. Thus the terms Crushed, Powdered, Groundcommon, Loaf, Double

Refined, and even Treble Refined Loaf sugar became terms the educated cook could

recognize. (This last was the finest sugar available at the end of the century and was esteemed



for its purity.) Meanwhile, at the other end of the economic and social spectrum, the poorer

grades of sugar called Pieces, Bastard, Muscovado, Coarse, and Brown Candy became the

provenance of the lower classes. In fact, the whole social outlook on sugar changed as it

spread throughout the middle and working classes. By the start of the nineteenth century in

England, the sight of a railway or canal navvy with his mug of tea, sweetened with sugar, was

as engrained a part of the British social make-up as the upper-class scones and cakes were

for high tea. Three quotes may serve to illustrate the point. In a charming small work written by

Susanna Whatman between 1776 and 1787, she refers to the storing of sugar in the following

manner:Plenty of sugar should always he kept ready broke in the deep sugar drawers … there

is … one for moist [brown] sugar and two for lump [broken pieces from a larger loaf] sugar. The

pieces should be as square as possible and rather small. The sugar that is powdered to fill the

silver castor should be kept in a bason in one of the drawers to prevent any insects getting into

it and be powdered fine in the mortar and kept ready for use.8The Scottish theologian Duncan

Forbes wrote in 1744:But when the opening [of] a trade with the East Indies … brought the

price of tea … so low, that the meanest labouring man could compass the purchase of it, …

when sugar, the inseparable companion of tea came to be in the possession of the very

poorest housewife, where formally it had been a great rarity the [social] effects were very

suddenly and severely felt.9Finally, an important observer of rural life in England at the end of

the eighteenth century, the cleric David Davies, put forward a rather different view of the place

of sugar (linked with tea) and attributed the increased use of tea and sugar by the poor not as

an aping of their social betters but as the lowest margin above absolute poverty, because no

alternative drink such as milk or beer could be afforded.Under these hard circumstances, the

dearness of malt, and the difficulty of procuring milk the only thing remaining of them to

moisten their bread with was tea … still you exclaim tea is a luxury. If you mean fine hyson tea

sweetened with refined sugar, and softened with cream, I readily admit it to be so. But this is

not the tea [or sugar] of the poor. Spring water just coloured with a few leaves of the lowest

priced tea, and sweetened with the brownest sugar is [their] luxury … and were they now to be

deprived of this they would … be reduced to bread and water.10Thus by the end of this period

the use of sugar had reached every stratum of society. But for the manufacturers of sugar, who

seemed to be on top of the world, the changes that occurred within the industry during the next

few years, were as dramatic and revolutionary as the social and political revolutions

reverberating around the globe at the same time.Ever since the opening up of the Caribbean

Islands and the growth in slavery, there had been voices raised against this “social crime.”

Locke spoke his mind on the subject, as did Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, Dr. Johnson,

Montesquieu, and Rousseau. The stigma of slavery was now firmly imprinted on sugar and a

movement to boycott sugar as a “tainted article” slowly spread. In 1792, the Anti-Saccharite

Society was formed in London and soon developed into a national anti-slavery movement.In

the English Parliament William Fox challenged the publicTo abstain from the use of sugar and

rum until … the speedy subversion of slavery … or until we can … produce the sugar cane in

some other mode unconnected with slavery.11Increasing measures of protection for the slaves

under English jurisdiction developed, until in 1833 slavery was abolished by an Act of

Parliament. The immediate result was to bankrupt many of the cane growing estates, and the

repercussions on the shipping trade and cane growing industry lingered for years. At the

opposite end of the production cycle, the refineries were now faced with potentially disastrous

cuts in their supplies of cheap sugar. However, technological developments saved and

transformed the refining industry during the next fifty years. The old open-topped boiling pans

were replaced by low air pressure vacuum pans (which were developed in 1813.) The use of



charcoal (derived from bones) for filtering out impurities was originated in 1812, replacing the

top skimming and the large scale use of bullocks’ blood. By 1837, the use of large spin dryers

originally used in laundries was recognized as a more efficient way of separating the liquid

molasses from the sugar than the old cone drainage method. Finished cones were being sliced

into regular sized tablets by 1840, thus originating the predecessor of the modern sugar cube.

Other technological experiments were not so benign, however, as filtration using alum,

sulphurous acid, zinc, lead, and tin salts were tried, fortunately these experimental methods

did not take hold. By the 1870s, the sugar industry was effectively modernized and a new

standard of technical expertise had taken command, increasing production and dramatically

reducing costs. Price cuts made sugar even more available to the domestic market and the

growing number of industrial food-processing facilities and ready-made food manufacturers.An

early vacuum pan.An early centrifugal machine, driven by belts. This type of centrifugal had to

be loaded and emptied through the open top.Within the Canadian context, until the arrival of

the white man, the native populations relied upon honey, maple syrup or an extract from corn

to supply their sweetening needs. The incoming European settlers considered these products

inferior substitutes to the loaf sugar in use back in Europe. Unfortunately, the governments of

both the French and later the British Empires considered the North American colonies as

merely sources of raw materials, and there were deliberate pieces of restrictive legislation

enacted to specifically prevent the development of industrial capability in the colonies and keep

them totally dependent upon the homeland for all finished products.Therefore, although raw

sugar could be obtained directly from the Caribbean, all the refined sugar came from the

refineries of France or England and was sold at exorbitant prices to the merchants of Canada,

who in turn added their profit margins to create a price nearly ten times that in Europe. For the

southern colonies in Virginia, Georgia, etc., the answer was relatively simple, and they

developed their own refineries, first on the plantations and later in the major cities including

Baltimore, Boston, and other Eastern seaboard cities. In Canada no such investment was

made and the population had to purchase either on the open market from England at inflated

prices or on the black market from New England.With the American Revolution, these supplies

of U.S. sugar were all but cut off from the Canadian market and the requirement of buying only

from Great Britain forced prices to even more unwelcome heights. Following the war, anti-

American sentiment effectively forbade the buying of American sugar in those areas settled by

Loyalists expelled from the United States. In other areas, especially Upper Canada (Ontario),

with the influx of Americans settling throughout the province, virtually all sugar was of U.S.

origin until 1812, when once again war caused a virtual ban on imports of U.S. products unless

smuggled in and sold at inflated margins. In the area of York (Toronto), sugar prices

quadrupled during the war, as supplies were interrupted by various invasions of Canada or

supply convoys were captured.As a direct result of the War of 1812, various commercial

interests in the Maritimes decided that there was an opportunity to capitalize on the general

anti-American feeling throughout the British North American colonies. As a result, in 1818 a

small sugar refinery was established in Halifax by John Moody and a group of local

businessmen. Both the nature of the West Indies’ trade and the advantageous location of

Halifax seemed to indicate its future would be secure. These hopes were not realized, however,

as the various trade acts of the 1830s opened the British West Indies to American enterprise,

and with the removal of the colonial preference, the Halifax refinery found itself without a

market.Early in 1831, it was announced that the sugar refinery had closed down. Subsequent

re-openings kept it going for short periods until 1837 when the company finally collapsed under

its accumulated debt load, leaving the various independent provincial colonies to acquire sugar



either from the U.S. or Great Britain. Over the next sixteen years, as the population of the

Canadas increased, so the demand for a home industry grew, until in 1854 the first successful

sugar company in Canada, the Canada Sugar Refinery, was established in Montreal by a local

prominent businessman, John Redpath.But just who was this man? And what qualifications did

he have for starting up such a huge concern as a sugar refinery?Terrace Bank* For those of a

mechanical inclination, details of the techniques involved are outlined in Appendix 1.
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